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Claims has been an area of intense focus when it comes to digitization and new predictive tools over the past 
few years, accelerated by several factors. While historically playing a back seat to innovations in risk selection 
and pricing, technological advancements, and the push for self-service, digital tools accelerated by pandemic 
lock downs has pushed Claims forward. 
 
Nowhere has this been more pronounced than in Auto, and especially Personal Auto. Starting with the 
proliferation of quality camera optics in mobile phones, carriers deployed self-reporting tools for insureds to 
provide detailed documentation and imagery of losses, moving into self-adjusting tools utilizing AI and 
machine learning to size the loss and present settlement offers to insureds on the spot. 
 
As the adoption of telematics has increased and a new generation of connected cars with a wealth of sensors 
on board begins to enter the market, additional data sources are coming online to help adjust claims faster 
and more accurately. From automatically triggering the first notice of loss (FNOL) from sensors that detected 
an event, to providing insights from sensors and cameras around what happened, the physics involved, how 
the vehicle may be damaged, and if repair is even an option, telematics and the advanced prediction models 
they feed offer a path to dramatically and continuously improve Auto claim outcomes and results. 
 
The truth is, this isn’t really about all Auto, but specifically Auto Physical Damage, or APD (sometimes called 
Auto Material Damage, or AMD). There remains a major aspect of Auto claims that has not historically been 
benefitting from new developments – Auto Casualty claims and the complexity of the Bodily Injury (BI) that 
underlies them. 
 

The Problem with Casualty 
Casualty claims have historically been a matter of expertise and art. While the number and variety of cars and 
how they can be damaged is huge, it is still finite. Every human body is different, how injuries manifest and 
develop is different, and so is the impact of those injuries on the people involved. Adding the variables of the 
jurisdiction and legal environment at play, recent cases impacting precedent, the political climate and more, 
casualty claims lack the finite universe of possible outcomes that APD enjoys, making it exceptionally hard to 
deploy some of the advanced technology that’s benefitted the physical claim world. 
 
Beyond advanced technology, just the basic issue of understanding the true complexity and potential severity 
of a casualty matter early on can be difficult. That means segmenting those claims early and accurately to 
ensure the right resource and strategy is involved is hard. It’s no wonder the term “Jumper Claim” is often 
used in the Casualty world to describe claims that seemed innocuous upfront, but morphed into high 
severity, matters after it was too late to apply the appropriate approach. 
 

The Historical Response 
To deal with this, Casualty claim leaders have relied on expert judgment to try to direct matters to the best 
person for the job. Adjusters use their best judgment to try to wade through the large caseloads they face to 
focus on the matters with the highest risk to focus their expertise and skill effectively. Smaller, less pressing 
matters may get deprioritized as a result, but that has been considered a fair tradeoff along the way, so long 
as service level standards are being met and the severe claims are appropriately managed.  
 
Having run a large, liability-focused Claim team with a meaningful proportion of claims coming from Casualty 
losses, my team and I lived this every day. We had expert adjusters and attorneys handling these matters, 
and that allowed us to deliver results in line with our goals. 
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However, we also felt pain that many Claim teams can identify with. Caseloads were always too high, a 
problem many carriers feel more today with staff shortages and competition for resources being higher than 
many of us have ever seen.  It’s times like these that the smaller, simpler casualty matters stay under the 
radar longer, with potential issues brewing under the surface. 
 
Kevin Moynihan, VP of Product Management at CCC Intelligent Solutions (CCC), shared some of the historic 
and current best practices insurers have put in place to strive for accurate casualty outcomes. “Certainly, a 
focus on evaluation accuracy is a must, and a sophisticated medical bill review capability is a powerful ally for 
adjusters on most claims.”  
 
Bill review takes the previously manual and laborious process of combing through all medical bills on a claim 
to review accuracy and appropriateness of both charges and treatment and automates it to execute a 
carrier’s rules. The tool then flags inconsistencies and bubbles them to the surface for an adjuster’s review, 
for example, highlighting billing what the carrier deems unreasonable or unrelated.  
 
Moynihan continues, “Evaluation reviews are critical to achieving loss accuracy for any claims organization, 
but increasingly carriers need additional tools in their toolbox. Evaluation occurs well into a claim’s life cycle, 
often many months after the date of loss. Rather than waiting, if carriers could tap into up front FNOL and 
APD data they have a greater potential to set themselves up to improve claims handling.” 
 
Aside from staffing strategies and good claims discipline, some carriers have looked to manage the casualty 
challenge by restricting coverage through sub-limiting, increasing deductibles and retentions, or other 
measures meant to resolve claims before they become unmanageable. While this may help, it’s not a 
complete solution as you can only go so far while still trying to compete in the market. As long as you offer 
some coverage and limit, you will have challenging claims to deal with. And offering no coverage or limit 
means you’re out of the market. 
 
Assuming you do want to stay in the market, that means you need a better way to deal with this issue. 
 
Short of reducing coverage, getting more staff or asking people to put in special, extra hours to push through 
backlogs, this has been a hard problem to address. As a result, we’re already seeing the impact on loss 
results. 
 
Social inflation, which is driving settlement values up dramatically from their already high levels just a few 
short years ago, is not the exclusive domain of severe claims and large losses. Several factors are driving this, 
including the increase in claims that have early attorney representation, up 25.5% over the five years ending 
in 2021, according to Sedgwick.1 And since the average cost of a claim with representation is 15.3 times 
higher than those without, according to Milliman, this shifting mix does not bode well for casualty loss 
ratios.2 
 
This is playing out in the size of verdicts for claims that go to trial, where the median verdict rose by 33% 
from 2012 to 2018, and the median, which is skewed by large awards, rose by over 50%. Nuclear verdicts 
grew even more dramatically, with a 300% increase in the number of verdicts over $20m just between 2019 
and 2020. The total number of verdicts for transportation liability cases doubled from 2010 to 2018.3 
 

 
1 Sedgwick, “Liability, litigation trends, drivers and strategies,” Claims Journal, April 2022. 
2 Jones, Derek and Philip S. Borba, “Trends in Attorney Representation: Texas Commercial Automobile Insurance,” 
American Property Casualty Insurance Association, Milliman, March 19, 2021. 
3 Sedgwick, 2022. 

https://www.claimsjournal.com/app/uploads/2022/04/Liability-litigation-trends-drivers-and-strategies-commentary-paper44.pdf
https://www.apci.org/attachment/static/5542/
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Meg Sutton, SVP of Casualty Claims at Liberty Mutual, shares several factors fueling nuclear verdicts. “The 
business of litigation has evolved to where there are nine-figure advertising budgets for some firms, 
increasing by almost two-thirds in a single year; the funding of litigation by third parties given the scale of 
potential settlements; and the increased use of high-tech presentation methods and highly specialized expert 
witnesses. Couple that with the change in perceptions of large corporations from trusted pillars of the 
community to organizations that are doing wrong and need to be punished, it’s not surprising that things 
have escalated to where they are now.” 
 
Medical inflation is also extremely relevant here since most casualty claims have a bodily injury trigger at 
their heart. And the correlation between file age with indemnity and adjusting cost is well-established.  Time 
delays also raise further opportunity for extra contractual risk. 
 
The net impact is that casualty losses have been increasing dramatically, and we seem to be running out of 
tools to address this. In Commercial Auto Liability, for example, all of these factors have led incurred losses to 
grow at an 11% compound annual growth rate throughout the 2010s, ending the period 2.5 times higher 
than it began.4 
 
 

Same Problem, New Solutions 
This issue is nothing new, though it may be bigger today than it was before. And the pattern driving this issue 
is also not new, as inflation and the activity of the plaintiff’s bar have generally driven casualty losses up over 
time.  
 
So, what is different today that means we should be rethinking how we engage in this issue? While many APD 
tools aren’t directly relevant in the context of Casualty claims, recent changes in those tools and the analytics 
tied to them are where things are different now. 
 
While we’ve historically had walls between the APD and casualty components of claims so that adjusters 
could be specialized experts in each, those walls have also meant data and insights about the claim coming 
from either side were also walled off from the other. That wall served a valuable purpose when APD and 
casualty claims are handled so differently, and because there can be sensitivities and conflicts between the 
two that separation helps protect. 
 
But separation can be maintained with people and tools while global insights can be used to effectively bring 
the benefits of one side of the wall into the other. 
 
One perfect example is the way estimatics and telematics tools for APD can be used to support better 
casualty outcomes. These tools have gotten very good at understanding the physics involved in an accident, 
which helps predict the extent of damage to a vehicle, repairability and more. Those same insights around 
the physics involved can also be used to better understand potential bodily injury, both what’s reported and 
what remains unseen to the carrier because of delays in reporting or because the injury hasn’t fully 
presented yet. 
 
For example, if the estimatics solution being used on the APD part of the claim identifies the velocity and 
angle of the accident, you could understand how that might be related to the kind of injuries a given 
passenger would likely sustain and the potential severity of them. 
 

 
4 Sedgwick, 2022. 
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CCC has been using its Delta-V analysis, or the understanding of the change in velocity of the involved 
vehicles, and the resultant impact to both physical damage to the car and bodily injury to passengers. For 
example, when a car decelerates from 20 miles per hour to zero in a fraction of a second, you will see greater 
damage to the car and higher likelihood of severe injury to passengers than you would when the car 
decelerates from five miles per hour to zero over the course of a full second. 
 
While that’s helpful for predicting the likelihood of frame damage, for example, it can also be extremely 
valuable in assessing the potential for bodily injury. This can naturally signal potential fraud or a need for 
more involved adjusting, but it can also signal that a claim with little or no reported bodily injury may soon 
jump in severity as injuries eventually get reported. The delay in reporting could mean injuries escalate 
because of delayed care, or that the injured party is seeking attorney representation – and all the increases 
that brings in claims severity. In either case, having the insight that their bodily injury may have been incurred 
but not reported affords carriers the chance to take proactive measures, support their policyholders, and to 
manage loss accuracy from the outset. 
 
Meg Sutton shares that Liberty Mutual is seeing tools like telematics and predictive modeling help in casualty 
matters already. Carriers can immediately recreate an accident and understand the forces at play to 
determine the best intervention and engagement with a claimant. Sutton says, “Because we have new tools 
and insights thanks to telematics, prediction, accident recreation, the physics with which an accident 
occurred, etc., – all things we never had before – it makes it easier to resolve matters faster. The more 
quickly you can reach out, price the claim and make a reasonable offer, the more likely the matter is to be 
resolved before an attorney is involved, which would raise the risk of a nuclear verdict.” 
 
CCC’s Moynihan provides additional context on Delta-V’s ability to impact casualty outcomes. “CCC has 
invested heavily to develop AI that can determine the change in velocity and principal direction of force, and 
soon can also do this from photos of the damaged vehicle. This new, meaningful capability will unlock 
additional use cases for carriers. Because photos often become available on day one of the claim, they 
provide invaluable information to inform segmentation, liability, and injury causality decisions earlier than 
ever before. This also represents true network effects. Carriers who have adopted smart estimate photo 
capture technology on the APD side, where parties are enabled and guided to take photos of damage to their 
vehicle to submit to the carrier, will also be capturing the photos needed for calculating Delta-V. CCC has 
relationships with 18 of the  top20 carrier APD teams, representing over 90% of auto policies,  so odds are 
most casualty organizations can turn to their APD peers to leverage these photos.” 
 

Informed, Proactive Engagement vs. Poking the Bear 
Not downplaying the potential value of this data point in detecting the likelihood of fraud, but this second 
case is perhaps more interesting in terms of identifying opportunities for earlier engagement to ensure 
accurate outcomes. If Delta-V data suggests high likelihood of a severe bodily injury, but no claimant has 
stepped forward, this presents an opportunity for a carrier to take proactive steps to mitigate escalation.   
 
For example, if the APD data were to alert the casualty team, it could inform better segmentation and triage 
of the claim, leading to early intervention and outreach by the carrier to support and assist the injured party.  
That could help avoid a resolvable claim progressing into a larger, unnecessarily complex matter.  
 
Traditionally, most carriers would not want to reach out for fear of creating more claims for their people who 
are already overloaded with open matters. Instead, the historic path has been to wait until a claim is brought, 
and deal with it then. When you had little or no factual insight to parse through these potential claims, those 
concerns feel valid and prudent. But if you had the means to identify where and when to reach out, you could 
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materially improve claim handling and policyholder or claimant experiences.  And given the increasing costs 
of casualty claims, even a small positive movement could have dramatic bottom-line effects. 
 
CCC’s Moynihan highlights another high severity use case, this one related to efficiency and ensuring good-
faith handling. “Imagine a scenario with the following three factors: very high Delta-V, likelihood of clear 
liability adverse to the insured (determined by the principal direction of force showing a rear end collision), 
and minimum policy limits in a low limit state. Those factors alone tell you immediately that this is likely a 
situation where it makes sense to channel the claim to an adjuster—with that information as context—so 
they can make a more informed decision. This way, the claim can be resolved rapidly to the benefit of all 
parties.” 
 

Prioritizing the Small Matters, Too 
Tools like Delta-V can be helpful for smaller casualty claims, as well. Many of these matters are adjudicated 
fairly quickly on the time scale of casualty claims, and that may feel good enough. But that handling speed 
happens with human intervention, and it may still be happening on much longer timescales than that same 
claimant experiences on APD. I saw that myself when my family was rear-ended, nearly totaling our car, and 
leading to treatment for two of the three of us that were in the car at the time. I filed a claim with the at-fault 
driver’s carrier after discussing it with my insurer and wanting to avoid surrendering my deductible and 
waiting for subrogation. 
 
My car was repaired and back on the road within two weeks of the crash. I was left so impressed by and 
happy with the other driver's carrier that I was considering moving our policies to them. Our casualty claim 
ended up taking over eight months to be resolved, which was six months past the end of our treatment for 
injuries. We went through three adjusters, each of which was adversarial.  
 
I was particularly surprised since they knew what I did for a living (I was a Chief Claims Officer at the time), 
but also because of how fantastic the APD experience had been. What surprised me in particular was how 
extensive the damage to my car, and that the carrier knew that in great detail since they managed the repair. 
Our injuries, on the other hand, were fairly minor but did require treatment. The total medical cost for the 
two of us was under $1,200, while the APD claim was over ten-times that, especially when you include the 
two weeks of rental car they provided. 
 
What if the casualty adjusters knew about the details and physics of the APD claim? I assumed they did but 
learned on the final call to close the claim that they didn’t because they were not allowed access to that 
information. I suddenly understood why they kept trying to talk over me whenever I brought up the APD 
experience.  These adjusters were left with no tools in their toolbox to understand the likelihood or 
legitimacy of our claims.  
 
This proved incredibly ineffective as they ended up spending what I’m sure amounted to thousands of dollars 
in adjusting expenses for what could have been a short and simple casualty claim.  Empowered with Delta-V 
data, an adjuster would have seen that the scope of injuries was within expectations for the accident, and 
they could then focus on the reasonableness and appropriateness of the costs and treatment rendered. Had 
that data been available in segmentation or settlement models, they could have even auto-settled my claim 
by paying the medical bills presented without pushback, discussion or further human effort. 
 
This has a flywheel effect where closing out these matters quickly and efficiently frees expert adjusters up to 
work on the matters that need more attention. You end up saving money through the entire system by 
offloading these simpler, clearer cases sooner thanks to insights brought over the wall from the APD tools 
being deployed. 
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Next Generation Casualty Adjusters 
And that’s exactly what can be done today that was not possible before. Using data from the APD experience, 
like Delta-V, carriers can have meaningful insights brought into their decision making on casualty claims, 
impacting segmentation, assignment, and settlement decisions. This data may lack the art that comes with 
years of experience adjusting casualty claims, but it is also devoid of human bias from that same experience, 
meaning it is less likely to create adversarial matters where they can be avoided, keep simple claims open 
longer than necessary, or miss details that could suggest the need for greater scrutiny. 
 
Meg Sutton talks about it as finding a way to allay people’s fears that carriers are trying to take advantage of 
them, as popular plaintiff’s bar ads suggest. She says, “When you can reassure people through data, a video, 
the facts on how fast the car was going or other behaviors, you can show claimants that they're being treated 
fairly. That goes a long way to resolving cases reasonably.” 
 
But none of this should exist in a vacuum. This data and these tools aren’t meant to replace the expertise 
required by casualty claims. Instead, it’s about enhancing it so better decisions can be made faster.  
 
Brian Passell, former President of Claims at Progressive and Managing Partner of Razors Edge Consulting, 
said, “We've done all this on APD, and Casualty has more art to it, but the tools have now evolved so they're 
able to start to do for Casualty what they've done for APD.” He goes on to talk about how the time has come, 
the tools are ready, and we should be providing Casualty adjusters what Physical Damage adjusters have had. 
He added, “The adjuster deserves a set of tools and facts to help them deliver an excellent claim result in a 
timely fashion. The APD people have that, and the Casualty people really haven’t, but can now." 
 
Remember, good claims handling is about paying the right amount as quickly as possible. Tools like Delta-V 
can help casualty adjusters make the right decisions to do that.  
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